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Northern Ontario's 25 remote aboriginal communities are looking to introduce renewable

electricity sources into their diesel-powered systems. This paper reviews community

electrical systems, past renewable electricity projects, as well as available renewable

resources, generation alternatives, and supportive targets and policies for community

owned renewable electricity generation in Northern Ontario. Communities are

transforming their electrical systems by introducing renewable electricity into their
electrical systems and participating directly in the proposed transmission line that would

connect 2l of the 25 communities to the provincial grid. Renewable projects are

financially supported by federal and provincial programs and take the form of small scale

applications under "behind the meter" agreements, or coÍrfilunity scale projects under

power purchase agreements with HORCI, the utility that services 15 remote

communities. Under the long-term option of the interconnection to the provincial grid,

communities are expected to be supplied with low carbon, reliable and affordable

electricity, and to be able to participate in the development of larger scale community

owned renewable electricity generation assets. The model of increased aboriginal

community decision making authority is used to increase their socioeconomic benefits

and self-sufficiency and may serve as a valuable model for other community assets and

service delivery in the future.

Keywords: Ontario, remote aboriginal communities, indigenous conìmunities, renewable

electricity, community ownership, transmission line, energy transition

Introduction

Ontario's 25 remote aboriginall communities are highly dependent on diesel for electricity
generation and are looking to introduce renewable electricity sources into their electrical

systems. Diesel generated electricity is responsible for direct (combustion) and indirect (e.g.

transport, including delivery by airplane in some cases) greenhouse gas emissions, fuel spills and

fuel tank leakages during transportation and storage, as well as limitations to economic

development due to imposed load restrictions (AANDC,20l2b). Although some of Ontario's

early utility owned renewable electricity projects experienced performance issues (Weis &
Ilinca, 2008), there is renewed interest in hydroelectricity, wind, solar and biomass cogeneration

tTh" t..- aboriginal community is used in this paper. It is recognized that some communities prefer the term indigenous
community while others prefer aboriginal community and that both are used in the literature.
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applications to address emission, cost, reliability and self-sufficiency issues. Community

ownership or partnership is encouraged to build local capacity and to increase local socio-

economic benefits. The next sections of this paper provide an overview of Ontario's remote

aboriginal communities, the capacity and type of current electricity generation systems,

electricity price and rate structures, future demand expectations, renewable resource availability,
as well as policies, plans, and existing and future projects to support renewable electricity
generation in the remote communities.

Population

There are37 remote communities in Ontario, of which25 are aboriginal communities with a

population of approximately 15,0002. The communities are isolated and accessed only by winter
roads and air, while the community of Fort Severn is additionally accessed by barge3'a (OPA,

2014). There are only two communities with a population over 1,200 and 11 communities have a

population between 300 and 800 (Table 1). Most of the communities are members of the

Nishnawbe Aski Nation (NAN), a political territorial organízation representing 49 northem

Ontario First Nation communities with an estimated total membership (on and off reserve) of
around 45,000 (NAN, 2014). The communities are also grouped by Tribal Council (V/indigo

First Nations Council, 'Wabun Tribal Council, Shibogama First Nations Council, Mushkegowuk

Council, Matawa First Nations, Keewaytinook Okimakanak, and Independent First Nations

Alliance) based on certain regional, ethnic or linguistic characteristics (NAN,2014).

Electricity system

Northern Ontario's remote communities are serviced by Hydro One Remote Communities Inc.

(HORCI), and Independent Power Authorities (IPAs) (Table I and Figure 1). HORCI, a Hydro

One subsidiary company, distributes electricity to 21 remote communities in Northern Ontario,

of which 15 are aboriginal communities (Hydro One,2013; Service Ontario, 2013). HORCI
services 3,332 customers and generates electricity from 18 generation stations using 55

generators, two hydroelectric stations (in Deer Lake and Sultan), and four wind demonstration

projects (two in KasabonikaLake FN, one in Fort Sevem and one in Big Trout Lake) (Hydro

One,20l2; COGUA, 2013; HORCI, 2012).

IPAs, established in the 1970s, are community owned and operated utilities servicing 1l northern

Ontario remote aboriginal communities (Hydro One,20l2; OEB, 2008). IPAs currently operate

10 stations and,34 generatorss, and servic e I,462 customers (1,287 residential, 52 general service

and 113 governmental customers) (OEB, 2008). IPA communities' members mention certain

2 201I National Household Survey. Released November 13,2013.htþ:llwwwl2.statcan.gc.ca./nhs-
enrn/201llreflnol3reserves/table-tableau.cfm?Lang=E&CSD_UID:3560085 (accessed January 31,2014).
3 http://www.mndm.gov.on.ca./enlnorthem-development/transportation-supporlnorthem-ontario-winter-roads
a htto://www.hvdroone.com/OurCommitmenlRemoteCommunitiesÆases/home.aspx
s The communities of Keewaywin and Koocheching a¡e served by the diesel plant in Keewaywin.
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benefits from running their own power systems, namely local control (which directly affects rate

settings according to community needs), support for members facing poverty issues,

opportunities for local job creation, and a source of community pride (NAN, 2014a; OEB, 2008).

Table 1: Remote aboriginal communities, Ontario

Nr Community name

Bearskin FN

Other name

Ogoki Post

Lansdowne
Weagamow,
Round Lake

Angling Lake

Gull Bay, Gull
River
Big Trout Lake

Niska

Long Dog

Summer Beaver
Peawanuck,
Winisk

Fort Hope,

I
2

3

4
5

6

7

8

t4

l5

l6
t7
l8
t9
20
2t
22
23

24
25

Deer Lake FN
Fort Sevem FN
Kasabonika Lake FN
Kingfisher Lake FN
Marten Falls
Neskantaga FN
North Caribou Lake FN

Sachigo Lake FN
Sandy Lake FN
Vy'apekeka FN
Webequie FN
Whitesand FN
Kiashke Zazging
Anishinaabek FN
Kitchenuhmaykoosib
Inninuwug FN
Kee-Way-Win FN
North Spirit Lake FN
Wawakapewin FN
Pikangikum FN
Poplar Hill FN
Muskrat Dam Lake FN
Nibinamik FN
Weenusk FN

Wunnumin Lake FN
Eabametoong FN

Population
20116

400
722
477
890
4t5
234
240
810

420
t,954
371
670
262

Diesel
plant

capacity
kw7

Annual
energy

demand
(201t)
MWhs

Member-
ship

Utility

HORCI

IPAs

825
825
550

825
825
610

705
825

2,826
5,018
2,420
4,114
2,3'70

I,438
1,795
4,480

9
l0
ll
l2
l3

337
275
22

2,280
495
267
335

218

971

234

sl6
1,085

550
3,2s0
550
82s

350
420
55

1,250
600
650
705
400

l,l l5
1,565

2,364
2,085

nla
5,033
2,189
2,t16
1,996
2,249

2,213
3,400

2,847
tt,290
2,535
2,737

104

550 1,282

2,600 6,0s9

Total 14,900 22,825 78.960

NAN

Other First
Nation

NAN

Source: AANDC and NRCan (201 I); (HORCI, 2012); OEB (2008)

6 
See also: htto://pse5-esdS.aadnc-aandc.gc.calfnoÀ4ain/Search/FNPopulation.aspx?BAND-NUMBER:540&lanC=eng.

7 According to AANDC and NRCan (201l) and OEB (200S).
I According to AANDC and NRCan (201l), unless otherwise noticed.
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Figure 1: Remote communities of Northern Ontario and their electricity providers
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Source: HORCI (2012, p.7).

Electricity rates

Electricity rates in HORCI's communities are differentiated between the Standard-A and the

non-Standard-A rate. Residential and commercial customers pay the Non-Standard-A subsidized

rates, which are equivalent to customers who are connected to the main Ontario grid. Federal,

provincial and community buildings pay the Standard-A rate, which equals the cost of electricity

generation in the remote communities (0.92 $/kwh in20l3), and is applicable to all accounts

paid directly or indirectly out of federal arLdlor provincial government funding. Electricity costs

in IPAs are estimated to be approximately 2%o higher than HORCI electricity costs, due to the

lack of economies of scale in fuel purchasing and equipment maintenance (OPA,20I0; OEB,

2003). HORCI's residential customers' rates are subsidized mainly by AANDC and Ontario's

Rural or Remote Rate Protection (RRRP) funding mechanism. IPAs receive subsidies from
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AANDC to support residential consumers but rates are significantly higher for general service

and governmental accounts (see Table 2), due to the lack of the RRRP subsidy, since IPAs are

not licenced by the Ontario Energy Board (OEB, 2008).

Table 2: Electricify rates in Ontario's remote communities

Rates HORCI rates for 2013 IPAs rates

86

Non-Standard-A Energy charge first 1000 kwh.........0.08 $/kwh
Energy charge next 1500 kwh.. . ......0.1 I $/kwh

Residential.. . . 0. I 8 -0.25 wh
Business....... 0.18 $/kwh-0.90 $/kwh
Government... 0.90 $/kWh- 1.90 $/kwhEnergy charee all additional kwh ....0.17 $/kwh

Non-Standard-A General
Service

Energy charge first 1000 kWh.........0.08 $/kwh
Energy charge next 1500 kwh. . . ......0. I I $/kWh
Energy charse all additional kwh ...0.17 $/kwh

Standard-A Residential Energy charge first 250 kwh...0.56-0.84 $/kWh

ffi
Source: Hydro One (2012, p.748); OEB(2008).

Future power requirements and plans

Electricity generation in the HORCI operated communities increased at an average2Yo annually

from approximately 24,500,000 kWh in 1990 to approximately 59,000,000 kV/h in2}ll, due to

population, dwelling and community building increases (HORCI ,2012). Similarly, electricity
generation for the IPA communities increased an average of 2o/o annually between 2004 and

2011 (OEB, 2008). Future electricity load is forecast to increase due to community population

growth and new resource development projects within Nishnawbe Aski Nation teffitory

connected with the discovery of significant deposits of nickel and copper in the Ring of Fire area

(Burkhardt, Rosenbluth, &.Boan, n.d.; NRCan, September 2012). Under these resource

development projections, OPA (2010) and OPA (2014) anticipate a load increase from l8 MV/

to 85 MW and generation needs from 84,000 MWh to 394,000 MWh between 2013 and2053

(Table 3).

Table 3: Forecast peak demand for Ontario's 25 remote aboriginal communities

Description
Forecast Peak Load for the 25 remote communities

2023 2033 2043 20532013
Peak Load (MW)
Energy consumption (MWh)

5718

84.000
27

122,000
38

179,500 266.000
85

394.000

Source: OPA (2010, p.23).

Additionally, Ontario's 25-year economic plan for Northern Ontario (Ministry of Infrastructure,

20ll) identifies renewable energy generation as an emerging priority economic sector. Ontario's

Long Term Energy Plan targets 20,000 MW of renewable energy generation by 2025, or

approximately half of the provincial installed capacity, with 10,700 MW being wind, solar and

bioenergy, and 9,300 MV/ being hydroelectric power (OME, 2013). Provincial targets for
electricity generation also call for increased participation by aboriginal communities in clean

electricity generation based on local resources, to address pressing socioeconomic and

environmental issues (OME, 2013; AECOM, 2012).
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Table 4: Available renewable energy resources in Ontario's remote aboriginal communities

87

Renewable resource
Community name

FN

Wind
Average Average

wind wind
speed speed
(m/sec) (m/sec)

flt I2l

4.07
6.tl
5.20
4.0
4.1

4.15
4.17
4.12
4.05
4.03
4. l0
4.21
4.23
4.42
4.10
4.05
4.07
4.10
4.03
4.00
4.07
4.16
6.97
4.14
4.20

Hydroelectricity [3]
Energy Capaci Capital

ty cost
GWh/y factor

LUEC,

$million $/kwh

0.086
0.08

Size

Bearskin Lake FN
Deer Lake FN
Fort Severn FN
Kasabonika Lake FN
Kingfisher Lake FN
Marten Falls
Neskantaga FN
North Caribou Lake FN
Sachigo Lake FN
Sandy Lake FN
Wapekeka FN
Webequie FN
Whitesand FN (Armstrong)
Kiashke Zaaging Anishinaabek FN
Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug FN
Kee-Way-V/in FN
North Spirit Lake FN
Wawakapewin FN
Pikangikum FN
Poplar Hill FN
Muskat Dam Lake FN
Nibinamik FN
Weenusk FN
Wunnumin FN

6
5.5
7

5

:

).)
5.5
5

6.5
5.5

6
6.5
5.5
5.5

:

;
5.5

vrw

5.6
5.4

6.9
2.4
4.3
23

5.3

15.5
6

23

2.2
5.5

24.1
2.6
4.3
8.2
I 1.8

38
l7

4.1

13.5
26

24.4
23.8

36
32

30.4
13.9
t9
114

23.4
76.1
26.3
114

0.5
0.5

0.5
0.44
0.5

0.56

0.5
0.56
0.5

0.56

0.5
0.5

0.56
0.44
0.5
0.5

0.56
0.56
0.56
0.5

0.56
0.56

50
t6
24
123

36
86
54
142

l 1.5

36
140

t6
37
44
65
196
96

22.6
83

t4t

0.091
0.1 08
0.078
0.059

0.089
0.062
0.109
0.066

9.5
24.1
119
9.9
18.9
36. r
57.8
185

85.3
l8

66.s
t29

0.083
0.089
0.063
0.104
0. r09
0.071
0.064
0.056
0.062
0.078
0.068
0.059

Source: fil lVeis & Ilincø (2010), [2J NASA surface meteorologt and solar energ,t-available

(2013).

Availability of renewable energy sources in northern Ontario

; [3] Hatch,

A total of 1,500 MV/ of potential hydroelectricity capacity has been identified for Northern

Ontario (SNC Lavalin, 2006), of which approximately 270 MW are in the proximity of 20 of the

25 remote aboriginal communities (NAN, 2014b; Hatch, 2013). Aboriginal communities have

also examined the creation of a transmission line in cooperation with industrial proponents to

connect communities and future mining projects with the provincial grid, and access 155 MW of
hydroelectricity potential thaf are within 30 km from the proposed Wataynikaneyap transmission

line (OV/A,2014b; WP, 2012). These resources can produce renewable electricity at a lower

cost than the current diesel plants (Table +¡tt 1OWa,20l4b; Hatch, 2013;WP,2012). V/ind

resources of 6-7 m/s are available at Deer Lake FN, Fort Severn FN and Weenusk FN, while the

rest of communities have wind speeds of about 4 mls (at 50 m height), which is considered low
for the development of wind projects, under current capital and electricity generation costs (V/eis

& Ilinca, 2010; Maissan J. ,2006; Weis & Ilinca, 2008; ARI,2003). Finally, solar resources in

e LUEC: Levelized Unit Electricify Cost
r0 https://eosweb.larc.nasa.eov/cgi-bin/sse/erid.cgi?email:skip@larc.nasa.eov
rr The Levelized Unit Electricity Cost (LUEC) presented does not include transmission costs.

Solar
Monthly

Aver.
Normal

Radiation
(kWh/m2'.
day) [21

3.62
2.81
3.51
3.79
3.57
3.68
3.70
3.61
3.63
3.59
3.61
3.62
3.60
3.81
3.61
3.s9
3.60
3.58
3.61
3.67
3.59
3.64
3.33
3.64
3.67
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northern Ontario's remote communities are considered sufficient, with average direct solar

radiation in the range of 2.81-3.81 kWh/m2.day (Table 4).

Renewable electricity policies and promotion

Support for renewable energy projects in Ontario was strengthened with Ontario's Green Energy

and Green Economy Act (GEGEA) in 2009. The Act provided financial support for renewable

energy projects and access to transmission and distribution for proponents (OME,2012).The
Act was criticized for its high incentives and their subsequent consequences on the global

adjustment portion of electricity bill increases and, therefore, its effects on the provincial

economy; positive effects ofjob generation were offset by losses due to the closing of
conventional electricity facilities (Auditor General, 20ll; Angevine, Murillo, & Pencheva,201.2;

V/infield, 2013). Although renewables were blamed for the increases in electricity rates, the

larger share of the extra costs in the global adjustment portion of electricity bills were the result

of long term contracts with nuclear and gas plants (IESO, 2016). For example, between October

20Il and September 2012 the contribution of nuclear and natural gas contracts to the global

adjustment were 42o/o and26Yo respectively versus a contribution of 17%by renewable

contracts, including hydroelectric generation (Navigant Cons., 201 4).

Within the Green Energy Act, aboriginal participation in on-grid renewable energy projects is

possible through the Feed-In-Tariff (FIT) and microFlT programs or through the generation

procurement for projects of 500 kV/ or more, which includes the Hydroelectric Standard Offer

Program (HESOP), the Large Renewable Procurement (LRP), and the Combined Heat and

Power Standard Offer Program (CHPSOP 2.0) (IESO,2015). Aboriginal participation is

encouraged by providing priority points (when an aboriginal community has greater than a I5Yo

economic interest in the project), while financial assistance is provided through reduced security

payments ($ 5/kW regardless of the renewable fuel type), and price adders for addressing

increased development costs. Access to capital is facilitated through the Aboriginal Loan

Guarantee Program (ALGP), administered by the Ontario Financing Authority (OFA), for

transmission projects and wind, solar and hydroelectric generation projects (OFA, 2016).

Ontario's Aboriginal Energy Partnerships Program (AEPP), which includes the Aboriginal

Renewable Energy Fund (AREF), the Aboriginal Community Energy Plan (ACEP) and the

Education and Capacity Building (ECB) Program, address both the financial barrier of high

renewable energy initial capital costs and technical support for renewable project development

(AEPP, 2016).Implementation of these programs led to aboriginal participation in
approximately 240 projects with over 1,000 MV/ of clean electricity capacity connected to the

main grid (OME, 2013).

Besides provincial support, remote communities in Ontario and other provinces and territories

benefitted from federal programs that supported capital expenses for renewable electricity
generation. Programs launched by the federal government between 2001 and 2016 included the

Aboriginal and Northern Climate Change Program (ANCCP), the Aboriginal and Northern
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Community Action Program (ANCAP), the ecoENERGY for Aboriginal and Northern

Communities Program (EANCP) and the Climate Change Adaptation Program (CCAP), and

covered both remote and non-remote aboriginal communities. Additionally, the ANCAP
provided funding for community energy planning and capacity building (AANDC, 2014a;

AANDC, 2014b; AANDC, 20I4d). Finally, at the community level, HORCI supported diesel

displacement and emissions reductions through technological upgrades, fuel switching, demand

side management, "behind the meter"l2 and "net metering"l' urr*ge*ents, and the Renewable

Energy lNovation DiEsel Emission Reduction (REINDEER) program, which provided a local

FIT tariff for the connection of renewable electricity projects in HORCI serviced communities
(HORCI, 2012).

Renewable electricity generation in remote communities

The 25 remote aboriginal communities in Northern Ontario are powered by diesel generators and

a limited number of renewable electricity projects. There are approximately 23 MV/ of installed

diesel capacity, which generated approximately 79,000 MV/h/year in2}ll, consumed

22,000,000liters/year of diesel fuel, and contributed 67,000 tonnes CO2,"olyear in CO2,"q

emissionsra ltabte t;.

Remote communities in Northern Ontario investigate both participation in renewable electricity
generation and direct connection to the provincial grid as means to reduce their dependence on

diesel and to improve their socioeconomic conditions using renewable resources. In the case of
connection to the provincial grid, and based on the experience from the development of Five

Nations Energy Inc.ls, communities anticipate increased electricity reliability, reduced

environmental impacts and risks, and socioeconomic benefits, such as new residential sub-

divisions, new schools and recreational facilities, and electrically heated homes (Five Nations

Energy Inc.,2006). The 2l remote communities participating in the development of the

Wataynikaneyap transmission line, expect similar benefits to be associated with the

electrification of resource developments in the Ring of Fire areathrough aboriginally owned

renewable electricity generation and transmission (OME, 2013; V/P,2013b; WP, 2012).The
ownership model proposed for the transmission line involves using some of the revenue

l2 "On-site, behind the meter": electricity generation connected to consumer's side of the meter that provides power
to ofßet electricity purchased form the utilþ. Since behind the meter electricity generation offsets retail kWh
purchased, the benefit received is superior to a negotiated Power Purchase Agreement. See (Kildegaard & Myers-
Kuykindall, 2006).
t' "Net metering" allows customers that generate their own electricity from renewable electricity technologies to
feed excess electricity generated back into Hydro One's distribution system for a credit towards your electricity
costs. See: http://www.hydroone.com/GeneratorsÆagesÀ,letMetering.aspx.
ra Assuming an average efüciency rate of 3.6 kWh/litre for the diesel engines and an average of 0.00080 tonnes CO2,"o/kWh, for
direct ca¡bon smissions (emissions resulting from diesel and natural gas combustion only). See HORCI (2012).
tt Five Nations Energy Inc. is the first aboriginal transmission line established in 2001 that connected three northern
Ontario remote communities. The communities of Fort Albany and Kashechewan were connected in 2001 and Attawapiskat
in 2003 (Five Nations Energy Inc., 2006).
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generated by the transmission line to purchase an increasing equity share in the project from the

private partner until it becomes 100% First Nation owned (WP,20I7; NOB, 2016; V/P, 2016).

" Our people's vision is to own, control and benefit from major infrastructure development in

our homelands. Through this partnership, we qre changing the landscape of how First
Nations cøn do business into the future. Together we have reached a major milestone

towards getting our communities off diesel generation, and improving the socio-economic

situationfor everyone's benefit." MargaretKenequanash, Chair of Wataynikaneyap Power

(Ontario Newsroom 2015).

Remote aboriginal communities are also gaining direct experience with small renewable

electricity projects. Four of the first wind demonstration projects were installed in the

communities of Kasabonika Lake FN, Fort Severn FN, W'eenusk FN and Big Trout Lake

(Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug FN) in 1997, and one of the first hybrid hydroelectricity-diesel

systems was installed in Deer Lake in 1998 by Hydro One (Ah-You & Leng, 1999). These

projects are owned by HORCI and reduce diesel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions in
the communities (HORCI,20L2). Deer Lake's 490 kW hydroelectricity plant achieves the

highest emissions reductions displacing approximately 360/o of community's fuel consumption

(HORCI, 2012) and the community examined further upgrades in cooperation with HORCI to

improve performance and community benefits. Between 2013 and20l6 there have been 12

community owned solar photovoltaic projects with a total of 338 kW installed in energy

intensive community facilities (such as the water and wastewater plant, schools and arenas) in 11

remote communities (Table 5). The projects were developed under a "behind the meter"

agreement, and reduce facilities' electricity consumption and, thus, electricity expenses paid

from band council and government budgets, therefore allowing funds to be focused on other

pressing community needs.

Eight more solar photovoltaic installations on community facilities are planned for Kingfisher

Lake FN, Keewaywin FN, North Spirit FN, Wapekeka FN,'Wunnumin Lake FN, Eabametoong

FN, Sachigo Lake FN, and Webequie FN (Table 5). Furthermore, community scale solar

installations under Power Purchase Agreements (PPA) with HORCI are being examined for

Kasabonika Lake FN and Fort Severn (MNDM, 2015). Finally, the community of Whitesand FN

in planning the generation of electricity and thermal power for community needs through a

combined heat and power plant (CHP) plant Q.{eegan Burnside, 2013), increasing the number of
Ontario's remote communities involved in renewable electricity generation to seventeen.

90
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Table 5: Renewable electricify projects in remote communities, Ontario

9l

Community Hydro
Ntw

Wind
kw

Solar
kw

Year Source

Existing projects
I Bea¡skin Lake FN
2 Deer Lake FN 0.49 1998

2014
2014

Ah-You & Leng (1999)
wN (2014); HORCI
(2014)

152
t0

3 Fort Sevem FN n.d. I 980
2015

Ah-You &.Leng(1999)
Seel620

4 Kasabonika Lake FN 30
30

1997 Ah-You & Leng (1999)
2013
2015l0

5 Kingfisher FN 10 2013 SeelT

6 Marten Falls FN
7 FN
8 North Ca¡ibou Lake FN l8 2016

9 Sachieo Lake FN
l0 Sandy Lake FN
I I Wapekeka FN
12 ÏVebequie FN
13 Whitesand FN Neesan Burnside ( 2013)

14 Kiashe Zaaeing Anishinabek FN
t5 50 1997 Ah-You &
t6 FN 20 2015 See See

l7 North Spirit Lake FN 20 2015

18 Wawakapewin FN l8 2013 Enermodal (2013)
I O Þil¿qnoil¿rrm FN

20 Poplar Hill FN, 20 2015
See 

22

2l Muskrat Dam Lake FN 20 2015

22 Nibinamik FN
23 Weenusk FN n.d. 1997

2015
Ah-You & Leng (1999)
See2320

24 Wunnumin Lake FN
25 Eabametoong FN

Total 0;.49 110 338

Proposed projects
I Fort Sevem FN 300 MNDM (20I5)

2 Kasabonika Lake FN 250

3 Kinsfisher FN n.d.

4 Wapekeka FN n.d.

5 Wunnumin Lake FN n.d.
n.d.

See2a

n.d.:no data7 Keewaywin n.d.

8 Eabametoons FN n.d.

6 Weenusk

9 Sachieo Lake FN n.d.

l0 IVebequie FN n.d.

Total 550

I u http ://www. daigroup.ca./keewaywin.html
It http://ww*.shibogama.on.cal?q:node/l 03
r8 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v:Ypz3Ucb5yas
re http://www.bullfroepower.con/wo-contenVuploads/2015/09/Dayl-Partl-CanadianSolar-09-16-2015.ndf.;

'o http ://www. daigroup.calkeewaywin. html
2rhtto://www.bullfroepower.con/wp-contenVuploads/2015/09/Dayl-Partl-CanadianSolar-09-16-2015.pdf.

" http : I / ww w.daigroup.ca./diesel-offset-solar-proj ects.html
23 http ://www. daigroup.caldiesel-offset-solar-proj ects.html
2a EANCP: https://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.calengl1334855478224/1334856305920#sectl
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Conclusion

Remote aboriginal communities in Ontario are transforming their electrical systems by

introducing renewable electricity projects and participating in plans for the 
'Wataynikaneyap

transmission line that would connect most communities to the provincial grid. V/hile early

renewable electricity projects were developed by the local utility (HORCI), recent projects in 11

remote communities were owned by the communities, and concentrated on solar photovoltaic

applications connected to energy intensive community facilities. These projects operate under

"behind the meter" agreements in cooperation with HORCI, displace diesel fuel, reduce

greenhouse gas emissions, and reduce local electricity expenses. Projects were financially

supported by federal and provincial programs and eight further solar plants based on this

successful deployment model are proposed. These renewable energy projects provide some

immediate benefits, but to date the scale is small. Deeper transitions from diesel to renewables

are being studied. One long term option that is being planned is the creation of a transmission

line that will connect 2l of the 25 remote communities to the provincial grid, supply

communities with clean, reliable and affordable electricity, and provide the opportunity for the

development of larger scale community owned renewable electricity generation assets. The

model of community ownership of assets has been demonstrated with some of the small

renewable energy generation projects and is being proposed for the transmission line with
multiple First Nations collaborating as partners and co-owners. The model of increased

aboriginal community decision making authority is used to increase their socioeconomic benefits

and self-sufficiency and may serve as a valuable model for other community assets and service

delivery in the future.
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Table 2:

Ontario Feed-in Tariff Program Prices

Technology

Biogas
Biogas

Landfill gas

Landfill gas

Capacity Price
(Mw) (c/kWh)

0.5- l0 14;1

>10 10.4

slo ll.1
>10 10.3

Source: Ontario Power
Authority

VI. Feed-in Tariffs Increase Demand for Transmission and
Distribution Investments

Several features of the feed-in tariff program can be expected to drive much
higher levels of investment in transmission and distribution systems. The first, and
perhaps most important, feature is the lack of a concept of sufficient renewable
generation. The program remains open regardless of demand or supply conditions
in order to provide a steady stream of investments that will stimulate the economy
and create green jobs. Similarly, since success in the program will be measured
primarily by investment and job creation, those setting prices have stronger incen-
tives to set prices high enough to ensure many applications f'or contracts.

The consequence of high prices is high demand fbr contracts, which can be
expected to overwhelm existing connection capacity available. .Given that renewa-
ble generation has a "right to connect", the high demand for contracts results in
transmission and distribution network investment to accommodate that demand.
Thus, a feed-in tarifï program is expected to become the main driver for investment
in transmission and distribution, and will most likely lead to a much larger invest-
ment in these systems.3

VII. Regulatory Policy in a "Green Economy" World
Two principal factors will affect regulatory policy in the "green economy"

world. First, in contrast with the "industrial economy" where the electricity sector
played an important economic role through the provision of reliable low-cost elec-
tricity, the economic role of the electricity sector in the green economy is to create
jobs within the sector. Higher electricity prices are needed to pay for the renewable
energy production from feed-in tariffs in order to create these green jobs. The im-
pact of higher electricity prices is not a primary green economy concern.

The second factor affecting regulatory policy will be the critical role played by
transmission and distribution investment. Substantial investment in transmission
and distribution will be needed to develop and sustain the green economy. The

3 In Ontario, the initial response of 8,000 MW of contract applications greatly exceeds
the 2,500 MW of existing transmission capacity. See Ontario Power Authority, "On-
târio's Feed In TarifT Program Backgrounder", online at:

<http://fit.powerauthority.on.calStorage/ I 00/ 10985_Apr_8_Backgrounder_FINAL.pdÞ.

regulatory oversight of that investment is therefore key.
These two factors create tension with traditional regulatory policy. Regulator

normally close the gap between the utilities' private interests and the public interer
by restraining utilities from overbuilding their transmission or distribution nd
works. In this case, green economy policy needs more investment in such network
to be successf¡l and places less value on the impact of increased electricity produ<
tion from renewable resources on electricity prices. The key question for regulator
is, when they receive an application for transmission system expansion, whi
weight should they give the impact on ratepayers in determining whether that trant
mission investment should be approved or not.

One response might be to argue that to support the green economy regulatol
should set aside consideration of the incremental costs to consumers of the ir
creased transmission and distribution investment. Given that the regulator does nt
have any role in approving the price or quantity of renewable power generatiot
which constitutes much of the rate impact of a feed-in tariff program, the incremel
tal impact of network investments on consumers is relatively unimportant. Considr
that Germany, the country that pioneered the feed-in tariff program in 1994, had n
economic regulator until 2005. Under this reasoning, any regulatory risk of tranr
mission project non-approval constitutes a regulatory barrier.

However, regulators are justified in continuing to oversee transmission an

distribution development in the public interest. First of all, such investments are nr

trivial in absolute terms or in consumer impact. The scale of desired transmissio
investments in Ontario, to give one example, would more than double the existin
transmission rate base. The necessary distribution investments are also quite signi
icant. Together, the rate impact from network investments is expected to be of sim
lar magnitude to the anticipated generation investments.

Second, regulators should be able to define limits on what constitutes a prr
dent investment in networks to serve new renewable generators. In cases whel
connection of relatively small quantities of renewable resources would result i

high connection costs borne by ratepayers, regulators should not approve the ir
vestment. Network connection costs to be borne by ratepayers can be assesse

against the benefits in terms of the quantity of renewable resources that should t
connected as well as impact on the reliability and quality of service.

In regulating the green economy in the public interest, regulators will find thr

they have the same responsibility but less scope to protect ratepayers than in trad
tional regulation. Much more transmission and distribution investment will need I

be approved, even though it will be connecting relatively expensive generatic
whose output may be surplus to current system needs. Current regulatory instrr
ments, which tend to discourage such investments, will need to be reformed.

VIII. Retooling Regulatory Instruments
Many regulatory instruments influence the development of transmission a¡

distribution systems, from overseeing network rates and investment to establishir
rules for allocating connection capacity and connection costs. These instrumen
can be retooled to meet the new political mandate to expand the system. At tl
same time, the regulator must be mindful of its public interest mandate and, partir
ularly, the impact of investment on price and reliability.

This retooling process should have three objectives:
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276 Energy Law and policy

The combination of input price pressures and required infrastructure expan-
sions^can also compel companiõs to iile ,nore frequenì rate cases. Recurring rate
case filings are costly and-time-consuming. A shoriened rate case-cyìle is alío sy-
nonymous with less "regulatory lag". under cosR, regulatory lag bolsters compa_
nies' incentives to operate efficiently since it allows shãreholders io-r"tuln all bene-fits from cost-reduction efforts until rates are reviewed. These benefits naturally
increase if rate reviews become-l_ess frequent or take place in more distant periods,
Since more frequent rate case filings wãaken performance incentives and distract
managers from their basic business, they may aìso encourage deterioration of oper-
ating performance.

I

History suggests that this is a legitimate concern. The last time U.S.
utilities needed to file frequent rate cases was between 1974 and 19g5.
period, unit cost growth accelerated due to a combi nation of (sometimes related)
circumstances that included rapid input price inflation, the exhaustion
economies, major plant additions, slower growth in demand, and
clear power plant regulations. Regulators responded to the situation
edented wave ofcost disallowances Stagnant and declining producti
erbated the upward pressures on utility costs and contributed to
1990s for industry restructuring and enhanced competition.

Incentive regu Iation can help energy utilities to avoid
ture". IR approaches enable companies and regulators to manage the rate case
cess more effectively and reduce regulatory costs. At the same ti
IR plans create balanced incentives for utilities to manage their
tal budgets more efficiently. Enhanced efficiency can make benefits
both customers and shareholders compared with a continuation of

This article briefly reviews the application of IR to
ate the advantages and disadvantages of IR com pared with COSR. We then
a taxonomy of incentive regulation options as well as some notable
for each approach. We then describe the IR experience in Ontario, including the
most recent IR Order from the Ontario Energy Board (OEB), which includes a
number of innovative features and is likely to provide the foundation fbr incentive
regulation in the province for years to come-

II. Cost-of-Service Regulation: Pro and Con
It can be argued that, in many instances, COSR works

meeting the needs of utilities and their customers. After
constructed the world's largest and most reliable energy
work via regulated entities operating under cost-of- service methods. When
works properly, it provides strong signals for utilities to build the
needed to provide consumers with reliable and affordable servlce

However, there are certainly cases where COSR has broken down. This is
ticularly true when business conditions are unusual ly volatile and there are
pressures on the unit cost of service. The slow , resource-intensive nature of
can make it difficult to respond to these pressures in a timely manner
reviews can be used opportunistically to disallow costs for decisions that
bad in hindsight, with no counterbalancing allowance fbr superior returns for
management decisions.

cosR is also critici zed for its fäirure to create strong perfbrmance
An industry characterized by natural monopory is one where the technorogy ofproduc_
i "n?"li:ff ,il'::',1"n,ïiJ":î ?ilTJ*, m*h p,rod u ce ar r ower cosr rh an any

energy
During this

of scale
changes in nu-
with an utprêc:
vity also exac.

the push in the

going "back ro rhe fu-

me, well-crafted
operating and capi-

possible for
COSR.

energy utilities. We evalu-
present

approved plans

reasonably well in
all, North America has

supply and delivery net-
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ill'råï:lï[r,,ï;:rfur" rh.ar economisrs have made abour rhe merirs of comped_
auy believe thar when :i::9]ltoiattv regulated, utilitv.seivic"r. Ë"î"i.irrs sener-
,ioí,,"ã*på',r,f ;'ïi',i:xi,_rïii."i.:åä.,i".',ïr. jJ"åîältï?åîtilîî' jl;economisrs berieve that for nuurul ;ãìö services, the reguiätory sysremshould a*empr ro harness.a"a ..¿il"t"'#ä,n" incentives for eflicient perform_
:l"iJif,:tri;::ï,,î:î*,iri"" d;k;; ii"i, îr¿"r, ¡"ii"""¿ ir,"t, ðär* rairs to

Regulatory cost can arso be contained by restricting practices that complicateregutarion' For examore_,.service ;i¡;;;;;'";ä b. ri;ilä';;ä'r"åîiî"",r.es keptsimple' These resrrictì.,n, 
"un 

r,"' .lii¿-i.""î].rp""rury where demand is elastic.Unresponsive rare and service ti:;igrl'iåïlnr,un"",..ãn l"r¿ to unîåonomic by_pass of rhe companv'. 
ì:î:,""1y"..",rö;ri,.margins from services ro markerswith high demand érasricity wit not uË ï*iíri^d, so rhar a larger share of rheutility's cost must be recovered from other customers.

Incentive of Incentive Regulation
lmprovement rn regulatory,.technol_ogy" that deli VETS greater benefits to customers even as it reduces regulatory costs.The main idea behind IR is ro establish rules thar produce a reasonable risk-returnand create inherent incentives for utilities to meet desired regulatory objec_

IIr. The.Potential Advantages
regulation can be viewed aî an
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ECONO'IÂ¡C IMPACT OF NEW GOLD MINES NWO (OPERATIONAT PHASEI
(lmminent New Producers)

Lake

Annucl Pro Revenue:

TOTALS:

Reference: Dungan, P. and Murphy, S (2014): An Au-thentic Opportunity: The Economic lmpacts of a
New Gold Mine in Ontario, Rotman School of Management, University of Toronto & Ontario
Mining Association

Harte Gold - Suqar Zone

Greenstone Gold - Hardrock

New Gold lnc. - Rainv River

Treasury Metal - Goliath

Pure Gold - Madsen
Goldcorp - Cochenour

1850
100

450

600

200

400
100

Emplovees
GDP Contribution

(Ontario)

$ 1.148.000.000
$ 66.000.000

$ 301,000,000

$ 301,000,000

$ 36,000,000

$ 213.000,000
$ 231,000,000

s 356.000.000

$ 95,000,000

$ 95.000,000

$ 11,000,000

$ 65.000.000
$ 70.000.000

Gov. Revenue
(Rovaltv i Taxes)

$ 20.000.000
$ 142.600.000
$ 8.000.000

$ 38,000,000

$ 38,000,000

$ 4,600,000

$ 26.000.000
$ 28,000.000

Ontario
Revenue Share

$ 1,400,000.0000

$ 8.300.000.0000
$ 9,000,000.0000

Communities'
(Local Taxes)

44.300.000$
$ 2.600.000.0000

$ 11,500,000.0000

$ 11,500,000.0000
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region, both current and in the future, while at the same

time properly consulting with the people of northwestern

Ontario.

Thank you for allowíng me the opportunity to speak

today.

MR. CYR: And Madam Chair and Panel members,

representì-ng the third of our team of intervenors, Mayor

Anne Krassílowsky, president of Northern Ontario Municipal

Association, also Mayor of Dryden, will speak.

SUBMISSIONS BY MS. KP"ASSILO}ÍSKY :

MS. KRASSTLOVÍSKY: Thank you, Mr. Cyr, and good

afternoon, Madam Chair and Panel. The North Ontario

Municípal Association is the voice of 35 municipalities,

communities, towns and townships across the north. itüe

cover a huge l-and mass, as has been explained to Yoü, and

we have the majority of the people of northwestern Ontario

that NOMA carri-es the voice f or.

I'm here today to strongly support the sulomission of

the Cì-ty of Thunder Bay, the Town of Atikokan' and the

Common Voice Enerqy Task Force as presented by Mr. Cyr'and

by my colleague Mayor Brown and Mr. Bosch. This ís indeed

a collaborative effort and is a strong and extreme example

of how the northwest works toqether at all times Lo pursue

common goals.

I want to underline the unique nature of our area' as

outlined to you in Mr. Cyr's presentation, by telling you

the story of two of our coÍìmunities. Let me start with the

small community of Pickle Lake.

ASAP Reporting Services fnc.
(613) s64-2727 (4r6) 861-8720
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That's l-ocated about 250 miles northeast of my

community, the City of Dryden, and we aII are approximately

11 to I,200 miles from where we sit at this table today.

ft is at the end of one of the radial lines that John spoke

of earl-ier in these submissions.

Pickle Lake is fed by a 115-kilovolt po\^/er l-ine that

comes across, as you saw on the map, from Ear Falls.

Pickle Lake's current capacity is 15 MW. This l-ine was

built. way back in the 1940s. It's old and it's antiquated.

It is 156 miles long and has 2,215 structures, each of

those structures wit.h three cross arms.

You can only imagine what wind or lightning sLorm, the

havoc that that can cause, to say nothing of the ice storms

and the massive blow-down areas that we have throughout

Ontario, and especial-ly in northwestern Ontario.

The Mussel-white Mine, which is 90 miles north of

Pickle Lake, draws upon Pickle Lakef s elect.ricity suppJ-y.

Musselwhite is a 4,000 tonne per day gold producer.

Further, the nearby Ozznaburg reserve al-so draws upon

Pickl-e Lake's el-ectricity supply, plus there are 22 First

Nation reserves north of Pickle Lake, each with an average

population of a thousand people, and aII use Pickle Lake as

their transportation and commercial hub.

These 22 reserves use diesel generators as their only

source of el-ectricíty. Most of t.hat diesel goes in by the

ice roads and the winter roads in the north, and only in

the wintertime.

Riqht norr, currently there is virtual-ly no additional

ASAP Reportíng Services Inc.
(613) s64-2727 (416) 861-8720
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capacity in Pickte Lake, and right now they have only 3 MItü

avaíIabl-e. Both Musselwhíte Mine and Richview Resources,

who is the owner of the past-producing Thierry diamond mine

that is north of Pickl-e Lake, require more electricity, and

they can't get it.

In order for Pickle Lake to meet the expected

electricity demand in the next few months, they require a

further 15 MVü. Vüithout it, neither mine wil-l develop, and

no other economic development, such as -- which was

prevíously discussed, the press wood paper mill, can even

begin to happen.

According to one of my municipal coll-eagues in Pickle

Lake, these are good ne\^/s stories that are going to waste.

But. that's not the whole story.

The Town of Pickle Lake has approximately 20 to 50

po\^rer outages a year, and typically it takes a minimum of

12 hours to restore that po\^,Ter, and sometimes longer.

For example, Iast year Pickle Lake suffered a 36-hour

po\^rer outaqe. The impact to human life up there of those

outages, I can only ask you the sit right now and think

what that means. ft was 30 below when I l-eft Dryden. It.

is 35 to 38 befow for this weekend in Pickle Lake. I don't

know what. you would begin to do without po\^/er. And they

have lived that way for years, to say nothing of the food

and stuff that goes to waste in the summertimes.

If you look at the road cl-osures that happen there, ot

evacuations due to fire t or accidents, this has a

tremendous, tremendous impact to that and a lot of other

ASAP Reporting Services Inc.
(613) s64-2727 (416) 861-8720
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communities across northl^/estern Ontario.

Thanks to ongoing pressure from municipal officlals'

Hydro One has replaced over 500 poles on the line. That

l-ine to Pickle Lake, that work has been done over the last

five years, but if you think about the lengt.h of that line

and what it means, ãL that rate it will take 20 years to

complete.

Pickle Lake requires a loop line system to increase

capacity and reliability to the area. A J-oop l-ine would

provide for growth of the mining sector and forestry

sector. It would also allow for the connection of First

Nation people, communities and reserves who are presently,

as I've said, on dj-esel generators that would aflow them

to come up on the grid ask thereby promote economic

development and an improved standard of living in those

communities.

The bot.tom line is Pickle Lake's el-ectricity supply is

neither adequate nor reliabl-e, just another example of life

in northwestern Ontario.

Let me now turn to talk of another of my neighbours,

which is Red Lake. As you probably know, Red Lake is one

of the biggest gold mínes in the world, and Red Lake is a

northwestern communj-ty with a long hístory of viable mining

operation. Red Lake is l-ocated 134 miles northwest of

Dryden, again on a single road up and down.

ft is with its sister communj-ty of Balmertown, which

is located another 4 mil-es to the north. And thanks to

fast year's upgrade by Hydro One, for the first time in

ASAP Reporting Services Inc.
(61s) s64-2727 (416) 861-8720
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years the existinq community is receiving a stable

electricity supply.

Before 2001, three- to four-hour outages were not

uncommon, with one outage that went on overnight' over 72

hours.

The main concern of Red Lake now, however, is the

demand, of course, wil-l surpass capacity in the short term.

Currently Red Lake's capacity at 57 Milú can accommodate no

more than two more mines. They are presently using 40 Milü.

A typical- mine uses 5 to 10 MW, and they feel and see

right now that one mine coming into production, possibly ín

as early as two to five years, the Gol-d Eagle Mine, and,

realisticalJ-y, there are two or three more mines that could

also be up and running in those same years.

In fact, I believe the head frame is on its way up on

the one mine as r^/e speak.

Pl-us, there is a vafue-added fumber mill- being

constructed this year, and much mining exploration

continues to qo on in that area. This val-ue-added }umber

mill, when you Ìook at what that means, that's a First

Nation, Aboriginal/non-Aboriginal group of people,

incl-uding Red Lake, Dryden, Eagle Lake, and Wobegone Lake

Ojibway Nation, along with the Kangecum.

You know what the forestry industry faces today and

what we face in northwestern Ontario and the Ìost jobs that

are there and that impact to the family. Being able to

construct that mil-I and have the power to run it is

absol-utely essential- to those lives that are so affected in

ASAP Renortins Services Inc.
(613) s64-2727 (416) 861-8720
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north\^/estern Ontario.

In the short term, Red Lake, its neighbour Balmertown,

and the surrounding area will likely surpass its capacity.

I am told by Red Lake municipal officíal-s t.hat Hydro One

analysis confírms that Red Lake's capacit.y in the near term

may be exceeded.

The big concern is that to increase Red Lake's

capacity, the process to install the transmission upgrades

i.e., environmental assessments, et cetera - will take

many years, and it is important to appreciate that during

this wait, miníng opt.ions may cost $50 to $100 mill-ion.

And, of course, t.hat witt not be economically feasibl-e to

even begin t.o devef op those mines.

Another concern now in Red Lake is the Hydro One

policy of user pay recovery, which passes on some of that

transmission cost t.o the main user, which is aqain a

furt.her discouraqement to economic development. in

northwestern Ontario. Vühen we contacted Red Lake on

Thursday, they indicated that they had been in regular

contact with Hydro One about their circumstances, and yet

no one had informed them about the IPSP nor the OEB

hearings.

These are just two of the examples of what IPSP needs

to address if it is to work for the northwest, the peopÌe'

and industry.

I guess my plea would be to ask you to consider the

lj-ves of the people. Vüe've talked about industry and what

it means, but thj-s affects lives and jobs and communities,

ASAP Reporting ServÍces fnc.
(613) s64-2727 (416) 861-8720
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and the closì-ng of those doors for people who have been

there for generations upon generations. It's a way of

life. And we don't want to see that disappear.

And electricity plays a great, great part in the

economic feasibili-ty and the fives of these communities,

the people. Vüe have families who are going 1,000 to 1,500

mil-es away. They phone to kiss their children good night

at night, because they can't even afford t.o sell their

homes to move a\^ray. And electricity and enerqy plays a big

part, a huge part, in bringing those people home.

I would respectfully ask that this portion of the IPSP

that pertains to northwestern Ontario be sent back to the

drawing board to prepare a plan t.hat is done for the

northwest and in conjunction with the people of

northwestern Ontario.

Thank you. Thank you, John.

EURTHER SI'Bù{ISSIONS BY MR. CYR:

MR. CYR: Thank you, Anne. That concl-udes our

submission, Madam Chair and Panel members. Let me say in

closing, however, that, although we have been critical of

the IPSP, without doubt the Ontario Power Authoríty has a

huge task in attempting to develop for the first time a

comprehensive pÌan.

That they have gone this far is an absolutely

commendabl-e achievement, and we don't intend to lose sight

of that. Vüe are simply pointing out that in terms of

process, goj-ng forward, it wil-l make more sense if we can

hive off a plan to be developed for northwestern Ontario

ASAP ReportÍng Services Inc.
(613) s64-2727 (416) 861-8720
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Appendix J: Local Advisory Committee
Report on the Social-Economic Benefits of
Electricity Options

A - [xecutive Summary

The Local Advisory Committee (LAC) position is that both the evaluation of options and resultant

recommendations in the Greenstone- Marathon lntegrated Regional Resource Plan (IRRP) are seriously

flawed - particularly with respect to the Near-Term analysis- because proper consideration was not given

to the social-economic implications to the local communities of the various options being analysed.

The LAC believes this flawed analysis results from the following:

The IESO's definition of "least societal cost options" fails to adequately reflect the true social-

economic costs and benefits of the different options on the local communities;

The IESO analysis does not adequately recognize that options that provide future flexibility are

extremely beneficial to long term planning;

. The IESO's Ontario Resource and Transmission Assessment Criteria (ORTAC) as interpreted in this

IRRP discriminates against electricity consumers in Northern Ontario; and

r The IESO has failed to properly address recent reliability data with respect to circuit A4L.

It is the position of both the municipal LAC and the First Nation LAC that the b,est near term and lons term

options for the Greenstone portion of the sub-region all beqin with the immediate cgmmg¡cement of a

new 230 kV transmission line to the Geraldton area and that the Provinc,e needs to declare this 230 kV

transmission line às a "prioritv proiect".

B - Social-[conomic Analysis of Optíons by Local Communities

The IRRP states that it "identifies least societal cost options" and makes it recommendations based on this

analysis.

The LACs believe that due to the limited mandate of the IESO their analysis is seriously flawed because it

fails to adequately reflect the true social-economic costs and benefits of the different options on the local

communities.

L



As a result, the First Nation LAC and the municipal LAC prepared the following analyses of the options that

were included in the IRRP.

1)First Nation Social-Economic Analysis

The communities of Waaskiinaysay Ziibi lnc. (WZl) (which include AZA, BNA, BZA, RRIB, and

Whitesand First Nations), and the lower Matawa communities, (Aroland, Ginoogaming and Long

Lake #58 First Nations) are working together towards development of high voltage electricity

transmission line upgrades that will enable increased economic development in their respectíve

territories.

Generally, First Nations core values include a responsibility to the land and the environment as

well as the membership of the First Nation. The communities are very proud of their Anishinabek

heritage and wish to protect these values while moving forward to be active participants in the
modern economy. lt is generally accepted that increased and successful economic development

is the key to unlocking an improved standard of living and quality of life for aboriginal people in

Canada. Within the WZI and lower Matawa communities, it is believed that economic

development is not just about increasing wealth for a few individuals, but also about ensuring

improvement in the overall well-being of community members. Self-sufficiency is not only a goal

of leadership but is also desired by community members who seek to improve their own self

esteem. The purpose of encouraging economic development is to create jobs, build capacity and

stimulate the local economy, thereby generating wealth for the community that can be returned
to the community in the form of improved programs.

The communities are willing to explore opportunities to partner with the private sector, or the
governments of First Nations, municipal, Ontario and Canada in order to employ larger numbers

of community members, maximize economic efficiency and enhance their quality of life.

Economic development opportunities are critical to the successful future of our First Nations, as

to be sustainable, there is a need for sustainable outside revenue sources other than government

transfer payments. Projects like the transmission line provide an investment opportunity that will
result in a long term sustainable income stream that can be used to invest in other projects, or
for community needs. As our Nations are generally impoverished and reliant on governments

for funding, it is critical that we are in a position to take advantage of such economic development
opportunities that will improve the future for our community members.

It is anticipated that the transmission line upgrade in a single stage, 230 kv level will be developed

and owned by the communities in partnership with a licensed transmitter, that will be selected

through a competitive process. The project will meet the anticipated future needs of Greenstone

Gold Mine's Hardrock and Brookbank developments, TransCanada's Energy East pipeline

conversion project, and other potential renewable and low-carbon power generation projects
that are currently stranded without a strengthened transmission grid.

2

We anticipate that benefits will be seen in these areas:



First Nations Socialand Community Development Benefits,
¡ As First Nations will be partners in the project, they will be in a strong position to ensure

that community members benefit to the maximum extent possible in the form of both

employment and business opportunities.
. Construction of the transmission line and the related substations is expected to generate

numerous jobs ranging from management, supervision, engineers and manual labour.
. A large volume of goods will need to be transported to the project area. These include

steel tower or wood poles sections, wires and other materials. This will generate a

significant amount of work for hauling companies transporting materials.
. Local transportation will also be required for the transport of the construction materials

as well as workers to and from the project area.
. The project will also result in the generation of employment opportunities during

operational phase. These will involve journeymen, linesmen, line patrol teams, as well as

operation and maintenance teams among others.
. The communities will build capacity at all levels through employment, governance, and

job shadowing. This will result in skills development, increased job qualifications and

hands on experience obtained by First Nation peoples through the development,
planning, construction, operations and ownershíp/management phases of the project.

. There will be a significant short-term increase in economic activity in the project area

from the purchase of construction materials, to the procurement of services.
. First Nations-owned companies will benefit through preferential access to construction

and operations contracts from the project.
. The workers that are employed in the construction phase will require basic goods and

services such as food and accommodation, which will benefit local businesses in the
project area.

. There is a multiplier effect that is a result of spending the revenues from the First Nations

investment in the project and an economic impact of workers buying products and

services in the local economy.
¡ Two new communities - BNA and AZA First Nations - will have the power necessary for

their development.
o The communities will have a future opportunity to develop clean energy generation

projects to feed into the grid.

Benefits to the Federal and Provincial Governments
. The project is considered to be an economic development opportunity enabler. Due to

the current transmission constraints, it is not currently possible to connect large projects

or new communities to the existing electricity system in the area.
. All levels of government will see the benefits associated with having improved power

infrastructure to support natural resource development and improve the competitiveness
of northwestern Ontario.

. The governments will benefit through additional tax revenues that include income
(personal, corporate and payroll) and consumption (sales and exciseltaxes.

. Generally, forelectricityinfrastructureprojects,incometaxeshavebeenatS%ofcapital
investment and operating expenditures. As many of the workers will be from the First

3



Nations and may be exempt from paying income tax, this number may be lower for this
project.

The Transmission Line willserve as an Economic Enabler:

High voltage transmission at the 230 kv level is an enabler of long term socio-economic activity.

The improved availability of reliable reasonable cost energy in an underdeveloped, relatively

underprivileged area can open up economic opportunities that could not be contemplated

without a reliable source of energy. 230 kv high voltage transmission can enable the
appropriate synergies which would allow for solid positive socio-economic growth in the

Greenstone region. When planning a new high voltage transmission line, the incremental cost

of installing fibre optics is not considerable given the cost of extending a fibre-only line into the
area. Fiber-optic cables allow for improved and lower cost communications to the area,

permitting transmission of internet, cable television and telephone signals over longer

distances and at higher bandwidths (data rates)than wire cables. Fibre optics enable

communities to utilize video conferencing, participate in distance education, and access

improved health services through tele-medicine which can all benefit communities. When

planning, the fibre optic requirements should take in consideration regional needs, not only the
current and future needs of the transmission line customers.

The socio-economic growth of First Nations communities has been constrained bythe existence

of long term paternalistic policy and programming directed at First Nation communities by the
governments of Canada and Ontario. Welfare policy programming in particular has left Aboriginal

communities dependent on transfer payments from the various levels of government for survival.

First Nations leadership have been working towards re-empowering the communities to assist

their people in becoming proud and strong successful members of the First Nations community
within Ontario and Canada.

High profile enabler projects like a 230 kv high voltage transmission line can have a significant
positive impact on the growth of a community and the outlook of community members. lt is very

important to demonstrate to the First Nations people that they are capable of leading and

building regional infrastructure that would support the sustainable development of a stronger
local economy. A simple statement like, "Our project is bringing benefits to our community,
which is enabling our community to grow" can be very powerful and can assist First Nations

community members in escaping from the multi-generational welfare that was the result of the
lndian Act.

An example of this sort of development is the local capacity, the sense of pride and other social

benefits that the Five Nations Energy lnc. (FNEI) transmission line brought to the communities
that it serves. FNEI constructed a 27O km long transmission line that services the remote
communities of Attawapiskat, Fort Albany, and Kashechewan, replacing diesel generators.

Before FNEI, schools, community centres, and arenas all struggled without a reliable grid

connection, which limited the growth of the communities which were tied into the budgets of
the federal government for upgrades to the diesel generation system. There was a chronic

4



electricity shortage which acted as a barrier to social infrastructure. Since the line has been

operational, benefits to the communities include increased reliability, reduced environmental

impact and risk, and economic development such as new residential sub-divisions, new schools

and recreational facilities.

FNEI has also created long-term sustained jobs, allowing community members to work and raise

a family in their home community rather than subsisting on social assistance. The Five Nations

project also creates hope for young people coming through an education system that they may

also have an opportunity to work, live, and raise their family in their home community. lt cannot

be understated how important it is for First Nation people to remaín in contact with their
homelands.

The leadership of the First Nation communities have recognized the need for development in

their homelands which would allow people to stay at home, or to come home, or to temporarily
leave the community for education purposes with the strong prospect of coming home to work

and raise their family: to this end, the WZI communities have been planning and moving ahead

with large industrial and energy projects, as well as resource development opportunities, but

have been constrained by a lack of transmission capacity in the region.

Some of the major developments and projects that this new transmission infrastructure would

enable include:

The development of the Bingwi Neyaashi Anishinaabek and Animbiigoo Taagi'igan

Anishinaabek reserves, both located in the Municipality of Greenstone. Both communities
require an advanced infrastructure system in order to meet the needs of their
membership.
Forestry operations have been contemplated by several communities, including the
potential developments of sawmills and pellet plants.

Severaltourism initiatives have been contemplated among the First Nations.

Other junior exploration companies operating in the region may have the power required
for their future operations. These operations would significantly benefit the WZI

communities.
Several small hydro, wind, solar, and co-generation opportunities have been explored by

all of the WZI communities.

2) Social-Economic Analysis of Options to Local Municipalities

The residents of the Municioalitv of Greenstone d to have their basic infrastructure needs met in a

manner at least roushlv equivalent to other Ontario residents. This requires a reliable electricitv svstem

that not onlv supports the modern health. safetv, social and economic requirements of current residents

and businesses but also provides a reasonable chance at future economic and social growth.

a

a

a
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The Province would only allow an electricity system, that regularly interrupts for lengthy periods entire

communities across a 200 km section of the TransCanada highway, to exist in Northern Ontario.

The IRRP clearly demonstrates that the A4L has, for years, failed and continues to fail to meet even the

minimum Provincial standards for forced outage duration. What the IRRP fails to adequately acknowledge

is that even efforts to improve the forced outage record result in extensive and lengthy "planned" outages

of sometimes even longer duration to these same residents. Both forced and planned outages bring

significant disruption to social and economic life in these communities. The frequency and duration of

which would never be allowed to exist in Southern Ontario.

The IESO's justification in Appendix E for not taking sufficient action to bring the reliability of the supply

to Greenstone up to Provincial standards is based on economic approaches that are employed in Texas

and Australia but not included in the Ontario standards. How likely is it that Texas and Australia electricity

consumers are exposed to I hour outages when the temperature is -40C?

The inadequate transmission system also serves as a significant barrier to the economic and social

development of the Municipality of Greenstone, the local Fírst Nations and in some cases the entire

Province. Time and time again it has shown itself to be a significant impediment to growth both locally

(e.g, Greenstone Gold) and/or Provincially (e.g. Ring of Fire, Energy East).

Economic develooment in this resion ís resularlv impeded bv the time it takes to complete infrastructure

development over such large distances. The IESO's mandate and its definition of "societal costs" is so

limited that its approach to regional planning fails to meet the needs of Northern Ontario. The Province

needs to show leadership with respect to infrastructure development.

C - Benefits to Long Term Planning of Flexible Options

The LACs believe that reqional planninq should recosnize that options that provide future flexibílitv are

inherentlv preferable to options that either limit or preclude future options. Thís is particularlv true
when different options have similar near term costs.

There were 3 different scenarios presented by the IESO, with varying alternatives within those scenarios

(see page 36 of 741. The IESO has produced allthe background estimated costs in detail (Appendices A

to l) and within all that material several key options become quite apparent.

On page 37 of the report, there are two recommended stages, but no real recommendation as to which
one is better. That apparently is not the mandate of the IESO, but the community LAC members felt it
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should be reviewed from a socio-economic benefit perspective as well and this recommendation should

be made part of the overall report to possibly assist the proponent(s) in making a decision in which

direction to take.

Recommended stage L - to accommodate the Geraldton mine, requires the proponent to install 40 MVA

of reactive compensation + customer based grid connected gas fired generation at their site. The cost of

this option is 565M. This option would look after the immediate needs of the Mining proponent in the

Greenstone area, but there are other considerations that possibly should be taken into account.

The scenario whereby the proponent simply looks after itself in the immediate timeframe does not

recognize the facts that there are other identified possibilities that should be recognized. There are

other identified mining concerns located in the general area and the upgrades as laid out do little to

accommodate that. The First Nation communities that are within the Greenstone vicinity, along the A4L

Corridor and in the Mattawa areas all have potential to expand loads, but are not accommodated. The

Municipality of Greenstone has the potential to grow, but the capacity to do so is not met by the self

generation scenario. Possible connection to the Ring of Fire is not accommodated. Load expansion for
the possible TCPL Pumping Stations is not accommodated.

The singularly largest concern for the Municipality of Greenstone and all other customers connected to
the current A4L Circuit is the possibility of improving their security of supply. The inclusion of VAR

support and upgrades to sections of the A4L to accommodate the new mining load does nothing to

improve this supply security issue. Scenario C, which is a culmination of the Scenario B options, provides

this improved security, but without first of all building a new 230 kV supply into the Greenstone area, in

a timely fashion, Scenario C may not come to fruition and from a socio-economic point of view, this is

certainly not desirable.

lf the proponent(s) decide to forego the 115 kV upgrades, leaving the 230 kV scenario to develop

"somewhere" down the road, this is seen as possibly short sighted and a poor use of Capitol dollars.

The 3 scenarios as shown in Table 7-2, found on page 36 of the Report, gives a fair representation of the
projected NPV costs.

Scenario A which does nothing is not an option.

Scenario B which has a staged plan solely based upon the 115 kv system, does not allow for future

expansion. ThevariousoptionsofB1.,82and83allhaveattendantcostsandaddedfuturecostsand
also do nothing for future expansion capabilities. lndeed, it would appear that there could be a

resultant stranded asset possibility, should it be decided to move to a full 230 kv transmission line.

Reactive compensation, off-grid generation and replacing sections of the circuit A4L are fine forthe
short term, but do not allow for future expansion, such as a supply to the Ring of Fire or TCPL upgrading.

Scenario C allows for supply at the 230 kV level, which would be needed in the mid term timeframe at

the very least and the comparisons of the NPV costs between Scenario B and Scenario C are very close if
properly analysed.

The best option for all stakeholders is contained on page 58 of the IRRP but not broueht forward as

either a specific recommendation or as a unique option. The IESO has estimated that the NPV cost of a

7



new 230 kV transmission line to Lonslac is S70 M - approximatelv equal to the total cost of their

recommended stase L for scenario B (i.e. s65M).

However. the 230 kV line offers evervthins the IESO's recommended Stase 1 offers plus much more

flexibilitv for the future and qreater benefits in both the near term and the lons term:

- An immediate solution to the A4L reliabilitv issues;

- Economic opportunities for the local First Nations;

- A first step towards a supplv to the Rins of Fire and the remote Matawa First Nations: and

- Most of what is required to supplv Enersv East.

The IESO recommended Stage 2 includes, in addition to the 230 kV line, a new 115 kV line with a NPV

cost of 590M. That brings the total cost of their recommended Stage 2 to S160M. That line is justified on

the pipeline developer needing to connect all of the pumping stations to the transmission system and

avoiding single contingencies affecting adjacent pumping stations. Surely the pipeline developer could

achieve the desired reliability at far less cost by allowing ONE of the new pumping stations to have its

own generation and allowing the remaining stations to be connected to the transmission system.

For the last five vears the Municipalitv of Greenstone and the local First Nations have been pressing the

Province and the IESO for a new 230 kV transmission line to Lonelac. The Province's resistance has been

based on the argument that it is not the least cost option and that it does not meet the timing

requirements. The IRRP studv has shown that it is the least cost option. lf the Province had declared it

"orioritv oroiect" at anv time in the past five vears it would have been built in time to meet the needs.

D - How ORTAC Discriminates Against Northern Ontario Communities

As outlined in Appendix A of the IRRP, ORTAC outlines Load Restoration Criteria for various contingencies

with the size of load "at risk" being the prime criteria with respect to the maximum time to restoration.

For the Greenstone region, both now and under the all of the near term considerations, the load at risk

due to the loss of the A4L is and will be less than 150 MW. This means that according to ORTAC criteria

the maximum time to restoration is 8 hours. (Note- ln the next section it will be shown that the reliability

record of the A4L has deteriorated significantly over the last 4 years and that even the 8 hour maximum

has not been respected).
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An 8 hour maximum discriminates aeainst Northern Ontario communities because it fails to recognize that

an 8 hour outage to a 200 km w¡de area of the Prov¡nce at -40C has vastlv different lmpl¡cations to

consumers and communities than a similar sized load in a L0 km wide area of Southern Ontario at -5C.

This discrimination is both historical and systemic.

Over the last 15 years, very few new transmission facilities have been placed in service in Northern Ontario

due to the limited economic development that has occurred during this period. This fact combined with

Section 4.6.1 of the current Transmission System that states-

"All facilities that came into service, were procured or were ordered prior to May 1, 2OO2 are deemed to

be in compliance with the performance standards and technical requirements set out the Code."

combine to severely limit the modernization of the transmission system in Northern Ontario.

lf allfacilities that came into service priorto 2OO2are "deemed to be in compliance" and very little has

been built in Northern Ontario since then Northern Ontario's electrical customers are stuck with an

outdated system.

The result is that onlv in Northern Ontario are there radial transmission lines of the lensth of A4L with no

means of backup.

E - Reliability Performance of A4L

Figure E-2 of the IRRP shows that for the most recent period on the graph (20L2-14) the duration of forced

outages has more than doubled from the previous period. The accompanying text states that as a result

its performance failed to meet the required standard,

Furthermore, it is obvious from both the March 8th 2016 incident mentioned in the report and the

subsequent outages that have occurred on the A4L since March that when the 2014-2016 data is

eventually added to the graph that A4L performance wíll continue to fail to meet the established reliability

standard.

The A4L has failed to meet the reliabilitv standard for four vears straieht vet the IESO concludes that it

"does not believe further reliabilitv-based investments are iustified".

It is also worth noting that the above noted interruption data does not include regular lengthy "planned

outages" during this period. Given that the A4L is a lengthy radial circuit with no means of backup, these

planned outages contribute significantly to the social-economic costs to the local communities of
inadequate supply.

This combination of an extended period of substandard forced outase combined with sisnificant "planned

outages" over such a large geoqraphic area is onlv permitted to exist in Northern Ontario.

9
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Common Voice Norlhwest
672 Churchill Ploce, Thunder Boy, ON PZC sYg
Ph: I -(802) 474-0926 Fcx: (807) 474-0881
Emoil: ioincngus@tboylel.net
Choir: George Mocey Execulive Direclor¡ loin Angus

Electrical Demand and Supply for Northwestern Ontario

The Energy Task Force

The Common Voice Northwest Energy Task Force (ETF) has been in existence, in one

form or another since it was created as a Sub-Committee of the Northwestern Ontario
Municipal Association (NOMA) in 2005. ln 2008 it evolved into one of the Task Forces
operating under the mandate of Common Voice Northwest a regional research
organization. The ETF acts as advisors to NOMA, the Northwestern Ontario
Associated Chambers of Commerce (NOACC), City of Thunder Bay and the
Municipality of Atikokan specifically, and all municipalities and Chambers of Commerce
in the Northwest in general.

The members of the Energy Task Force include retired operators of the Ontario Hydro

transmission, distribution and generation systems, current and former CEO's of regional
hydro utilities, economic development otficers and board members and municipal
councillors.

The ETF also relies on the knowledge of those individual municipalities and Chambers
of Commerce along with the local economic development officers to inform the energy
needs of the entire region - the Districts of Rainy River, Kenora and Thunder Bay.

The ETF has been a key participant, through its various partners, in a range of matters
before the OEB and matters under the jurisdiction of the Ontario Power Authority (OPA),

the lntegrated Electrical System Operator (IESO) and Ontario Power Generation (OPG).

This engagement includes the following:

. lntegrated Power System Plan - phase 1 and 2' "'ï' "#ff;*äï*trs: 

.,1"11äi'#*ïi .o", Bay Ge ne rat ns

Station
. Micro Embedded Generation initiative
. Regional Planning

. Atikokan GS Conversion

. TB GS Conversion

. Merging of Local Distribution Companies (LDC)

. Long Term Energy Plan

ffi
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North of Dryden Plan

It is also important to note that the ETF through its partners have expended over

$900,000 in legal fees since 2007 , in order to protect the interests of the Northwest
before the Ontario Energy Board. While approximately 60% of these costs have been

recovered, the remainder represents a significant commitment by the Northwest to
obtain an energy system that will meet its needs for the future. ln addition, the
volunteers of the Energy Task Force have expended thousands of hours reviewing,
commenting and reacting to the documents produced by agencies with budgets in the
hundreds of millions of dollars per year.
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Supply and Transportat¡on of Electricity in the Northwest

ln general, the Northwest currently relies on two completely different methods of
generationl and two equally different methods of moving electricity from one point to
another.

Generation

On the generation side, the Northwest relies on hydraulic generation (dams and run of
the river) and on thermal and co-generation (Atikokan and Thunder Bay Generating
Stations as well as a gas generator near Beardmore and the output from co-gen
facilities at area paper mills)2. There are a number of renewable generators in the
region (plus a few that have received licences but are not under construction as of yet)

however, as they only operate when their source of energy is available (wind and sun)

they are not taken into consideration when planning the overall system.

All generators, with the exception of the Atikokan GS and the Dorion Wind Farm,

introduce electricity into the grid at 115 kv. This output is delivered directly to end users

through the 1 15 kv distribution3 system of Hydro One.
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l Whilethereissomewind,solarandbiomassenergygenerationintheregion,theoverall impactisminimalgiventhetotal projectedloadfor

theNorthwest.ltisalsoimportanttonotethatwindandsolargenerationmustbe'backeduy'by dispatchableenergysuchasthermalor
hydraulic (that supplies electr¡city when the sun is not shin¡ng and the wind is not blowing)
2 Resolute Forest Products in Thunder Bay and Fort Frances
3 Even though the 115 is considered a transmission level, because it ¡s used to distribute the power to all of our NWO customers, to be stepped

down for further distribution we will refer to it as Distribution throughout this document.
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Transporting Electricity

There are two distinct systems to move electricity around the Northwest- transmission
at 230 kv and distribution at the lower 115 kv rate.

Distribution

The Northwest's loads are all on the 1 15kv system, being supplied by generation that is
directly connected to that 115 kv System. The 115 KV system was originally built to
connect those customers to generation located within the area and it was not until the
1970's that the 230 kv system was installed. (Excess MWs are transferred up to the
230 kv system through Auto Transformers located in Kenora, Dryden, Fort Frances,
Atikokan, Thunder Bay and Marathon.)

F|GURE 2115KV DTSTR|BUT|ON SYSTEM (ARROWS SHOW D|RECT|ON ELECTRONS CAN AND DO MOVE AS REQUIRED)
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Transmission

Transmission at 230 kv is the system that moves energy between jurisdictions rather
than delivering it directly to customers. Very few generators produce electricity at the
230 kv ratea. The east-west tie line connecting Manitoba to Northeastern Ontario (with a
current capacitys of 350 MW) is the transmission system in the region. There is a minor
115 vk distribution connection (100 MW) to Minnesota at Fort Frances.

The one exception to both generation or supply and the movement of electricity is when
energy is obtained from outside of the region at times when the local generators are not

able to supply the required amount of power or when surplus energy is sent out of the
region.

4 Atikokan GS and the new Dorion Wind Farm supply to the grid at 230 kv
s The OPA is proposing to expand the East West Tie to 650 MW. This expansion is currently expected to be in

service by 2018
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Overview

There are three different approaches to the delivery of energy in the Northwest. The
lower tier (as shown in the map below) represents the more urban area of the region
with significant distribution and transmission assets, including the ability to easily absorb
new load. Outages are infrequent in this area.

The mid tier represents the area with intermittent supply. The Municipalities of Ear
Falls, Red Lake, Pickle Lake and Greenstone are served by what is called a radial line.

This 1 15 kv circuit dead ends at each of the most northern communities and when there
is an interruption the community(s) between the point of disruption and the end of the
line are without power, sometimes for many days.

For example, on Friday October sth 2012 the Municipality of Red Lake experienced an

unscheduled 37
hour electrical
power outage due
to a fault on the
E2R transmission
line. Besides all

the local

businesses that
were affected
Goldcorp in
Balmertown and
all its'workings
were also affected.
The cost of this
outage to
Goldcorp was $5.9
million.6

ln July of 2011 a
forest fire wiped
out the distribution
line serving Pickle
Lake. lt took crews 10 days to restore power to Pickle Lake and Musselwhite Mine (to

its north).

The third or top tier includes all of the First Nation Reserves that are powered through
local diesel generation. This includes Reserves north of Ear Falls, Pickle Lake and

Greenstone as well as those in the vicinity of Lake Nipigon (although not located inside

6 Appendix A contains a detailed analysis of the cost of the outage
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the oblong shape on the map). The Energy Task Force has not assumed that it
represents the interests of the remote First Nations or their Treaty Organizations. What
the EïF has done, however, is incorporate the load demands as expressed by those
First Nations into our projections. We have also insisted that the upgrades to service the
radial line communities of Greenstone, Pickle Lake and Red Lake must be of sufficient
size to enable the remote First Nations to have access to sufficient power when they do
connect to the Ontario Grid.

Future Loads Drive the Need

A key role of the Energy Task Force has been to quantify the known future demand for
electricity in the Northwest. This is done so on the assumption that the load will drive
the supply and the method of delivering the required electricity. The ETF relied on
specialists' knowledgeable in the field of mining and forestry development to quantify
the loads, their locations and the timing of the requirement for connection to the grid.
The ETF limited it's examinations to those facilities that are planning for connections up
to 2020. Approximately 22 mines, a handful of sawmill type forestry facilities and the
conversion of one of TransCanada Pipelines' natural gas lines to the transportation of
crude are included in the analysis as is the connection of all of the remote First Nation
communities to the grid..

The ETF continues
to provide
information to the
OPA and to the
Minister of Energy
to ensure that the
province plans
appropriately for
the needs of the
region.

To the right is the
map prepared by
the Thunder Bay
Community
Economic
Development
Commission to
identify the mines
that are working
towards opening
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The Energy Task Force has projected that the future load for the Northwest up to 2020
will be in the range of 1,600 MW. lt and its partners have recognized that timely
availability of a connection to the electrical grid is a key determinate of the viability of
any of the new mines. lf the connection is not there when it is required, the investment
may go elsewhere. Also, this projected load includes that needed to not only replace the
diesel generated electricity on the remote First Nation communities but allows for
business and residential growth in those same communities.

ln January of this year, the Ontario Power Authority was projecting a total 2020 load of
approximately 800 MW7. As a result of the data and mine-by-mine information
provided by the ETF to the OPA, by May of this year, the OPA had increased their
projections to 1,400 MW with one senior planner indicating that "any plan must meet the

needs of the region." While the OPA's projection is still less than that identified by the
ETF, the agencies acceptance of an additional 600 MW of load is an indication that the
ETF was correct all along.

FIGURE 3 COTI/IPARISON BETWEEN MAY IOAD PROJECTIONS - OPA AND ETF
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J urisdictional Considerat¡ons

The planning and development of hydro electric generation, transmission and
distribution is a provincial responsibility. One exception is in Treaty areas, traditional
lands and Reserves which fall, in part, under Federaljurisdiction. The other exception is
that moving Reserves off diesel will only occur if the existing radial lines to Red Lake,
Pickle Lake and Greenstone are enhanced to a levelwhere they can provide the
needed power to the remote communities.

Financial lmplications for Federal Government

The Ontario Power Authority has determined that 47o/o oÍ the cost of supplying electricity
to the remote communities is born by the Federal Government. This amounts to $31.6
million per
year.

According to a
studys
conducted by
SNC Lavalin
ATP lnc. called
"Transmission
Line Concept
For Northern
Ontario Off-
Grid
Communities"
for the
Nishnawbe
Aski
Development

Figur+ 2: Estimatêd Current Share of Annuûl Cost of Diesel Generation in the 25
Remote Communit¡ës by funding source

Currênt Totâl Cost ¡s eslimated b þe ãbout $68 û¡lillion per year

I F€deral Goì¡t

I Ontario Rate FayÊrt

I Resident¡al and Business

Cuslomerg

I0ntðr¡o Got't

Source: OPÂå

Fund "Over 20 years, the total savings begin to appear between the two systems [diesel
vs distributionl, totalling more than $800 million. Over the 50 years modeled, the
difference reaches a higher order of magnitude exceeding $S billion."

I The study commenced in 2009
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The following is an excerpt from the SNC Lavelin report:e

Table 9.3 - Cost Cornparisûin Summary {¡n $ illilliuns}

.Sunply
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fltgå
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in lltl$

Gumr¡l¡fih¡e Ë,oÊt
Ifll9"2tns

BieçEl Generetion
sysiem s 4s.7 s ltls.s ïf sgt-t

Trsnsmbsion
Goncept s 37.4 $:}fl.? [ 7{1Ð-6

Applying the OPA's 47o/o would suggest that the savings for the Federal Government
would be in the range of $376 million over the first 20 years and $2.3 billion over the 50
year modeling period.

Economic and Taxation lmpact

Advantage Northwest, Mining
Readiness Strategy prepared
by SNC Lavalin for the City of
Thunder Bay, Fort William First
Nation and the Thunder Bay
Community Economic
Development Corporation
identified the impact of the
mining growth in Northwestern
Ontario. The report projected
that the average annual impact
on GDP for just 10 of the mines
in the planning/development
phase is found in SNC's table
ES1

The same report stated that
"The average annual federal
government revenues
generated in Ontario is
estimated to be between $218 and $305 million (2O12 dollars) from mining activity in the
ten year period (2013-2022)". The combined net benefit to the Government of Canada
from the savings in diesel plus the increased taxation revenue for the first 10 mines is in
the range of $237 to $323 million a year.

Table ES.1

Average Annual lmpact on GDP and Employment

High

Medium

Low

$2,089

sf ,791

$1,492

$1,650

$1,415

$1.179

$990

$849

$707

High

Medium

Low

12,350

10,586

8,821

8,151

6,987

5,822

4,891

4,192

3,493

EIEITEI@

e Page 55 ofthe SNC Lavalin Report
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Conclusion

The Federal Government has a key role to play in ensuring that the remote communities
can be and are connected to the Ontario Electricity Grid. One one hand, it will reduce
ongoing operating costs for energy to those communities, while on the other hand the
facilitation of the new mines will enrich the federal treasury by between $218 and $323
million a year. At the same time, ensuring that the remote communities are moved off
diesel and onto the grid will enable the reserves to grow, both in terms of residential
housing and in business opportunities. The extension of the grid will also enable the
First Nations to develop hydro-electric generation providing a new source of revenue
that will allow them to move towards prosperity and self sufficiency.
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Fi rst Nation Participation

A number of First Nation communities have come together to put forward proposals for
hydro-electric development, both on the generation side and the
transm ission/d istribution component.

The following is a brief outline of those activities:10

Ojibways of Pic River

Probably the longest involved First Nation Pic River has developed hydro-electric
generation within their traditional territories. Their first run of the river generator became
operational in 1991, and was followed by two more (2001 & 2008) and together they
generate 41.5 MW. All projects have been done in partnership with Canadian Energy
companies. Pic River is pursuing an additional 140 MW of generation.

Pic River also led a consortium of Robinson Superior Treaty First Nationsll, in

conjunction with a number of energy companies in proposing to be the 'transmitter' to
design the enhanced East West Tie Line between Wawa and Thunder Bay. Their
proposal included a percentage of ownership of the future transmission line.

They were not successful, and subsequently have filed an appeal with the courts. The
appeal seems to be for a Divisional Court Review of the Ontario Energy Board's
decision making in the selection of Next Bridge lnfrastructure as the Designated
Transmitter in the design and development of the East West Tie upgrade.

Whether or not the dispute gets resolved by Next Bridge giving up a 1/3 interest in the
project to Bamkushwada LP12. the compromise they do reach, whatever it turns out to
be, will likely become the precedent for FN participation in all future energy
infrastructure projects in the Northwest Region, if not the province.

10 This may not be a comprehensive list as it is likely that other First Nations are working on their own projects and
the ETF is not aware of them.
I I Pi. Rir.. is one of six limited portners in Bomkushwodo LP. The six portners ore:

. (ì) Red Rock lndion Bond,
. (2) Poys Plot First Notion,

. (3) Oiíbwoys of the Pic River First Notion,

. (4) Pic Mobert First Notíon,

. (5) Michipicolen First Notion ond

. (ó) Fort Wílliom First Ndtion.
l2 Bomkush-odo LP is one of three l¡mited porlners in EWT LP (the olher lwo being Hydro One lnc., ond Greot Lokes Power Tronsmission EWT LP,

lhe lotler itself being o portnership of Brookfield lnfroslructure Holdings (Conodo) lnc. ond Greot Lokes Power Tronsmission lnc.), Shores of EWT
LP's generol portner, Eost-Wesl Tie lnc., ore held equolly by Bomkushwodo LP, Greot Lokes Power Tronsmission lnc, ond Hydro One,
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Lake Nipigon F¡rst Nations

Ontario Power Generation is proposing to develop 80 MW of renewable hydroelectric
generat¡on in partnership with Waakinaysay Zübi lnc (WZl) - a development corporation
representing Lake Nipigon First Nations (LNFN).WZl will have a significant equity
interest in the Little Jackfish Hydro-Electric Generation Project. Five of the six Lake
Nipigon First Nations are actively involved in the project.

The project remains close to shovel ready. The Environmental Assessment for the
project is approaching the completion phase and OPG continues to work with the FN
Partners in WZI to complete the community consultations required to initiate the closing
of the EA. This is expected to be completed early in the new year.

A significant amount of Geotechnical and hydrology work has been completed to
optimize the project design and improve the cost profiles. The hydrology design has
allowed the project to incorporate some time shifting and storage of water which will
help with the accommodation of more wind and renewable on the gird as this project will
have some ability to help with offsetting the variable nature of these types of generation.

The tender for the EPC contracts have been developed and the pricing has been
prepared so that it could be used to start the contract discussions with the OPA.
Because of the lack of commitment on the transmission infrastructure, the project costs
also include a provision for a 115 kv transmission line from Kama bay east of Lake
Nipigon to the project site. The EA work for this transmission alignment has also been
included in the EA work for the project, so it is also nearly complete.
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The FN partners which are in the development company WZI have already received
$25 M funding support from the MNR to complete job skilling to participate in this project

What is currently preventing the project from launching is the rate contract that is
needed from the OPA. Once a Hydroelectric Supply Agreement ( HESA) is received
from the OPA, OPG would be in a position to proceed with the project.

North of Dryden Sub
Zone
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There are two competing
First Nation consortiums
competing for the rights to
become the "transmitter"

to design a new
transmission or
distribution line from the
Dryden area to Pickle
Lake and beyond to
connect to the remote
First Nations.

Wataynikaneyap Power
is a First Nations owned
new Transmission
Company and an equal
partner between Central
Corridor Energy Group
(CCEG) and Goldcorp, the
largest representation of
potential customers for the
new line. A total of 18 First
Nationsl3 are now part of
Wataynikaneyap Power.
Ten are shown connected
to phase ll of their plan.

13 5 new First Nations joined this morFlGuRE 
4 WATAYNIKANEYAP PowER PROPOSED coRRlDoR
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Sagatay Transmission LP

Sagatay Transmission L.P. was formed to plan and develop a new 230 kV high voltage
electricity transm ission
line to Pickle Lake. A
preliminary preferred
route has been identified
from lgnace to Pickle
Lake utilizing the
Highway 599 corridor.
The original partners in
Sagatay were the
Mishkeegogamang First
Nation, the Ojibway
Nation of Saugeen First
Nation and Morgan
Geare. ln March 2013,
Sagatay welcomed
Algonquin Power &
Utilities Corp. as a
partner.

FIGURE 5 SAGATAY TRANSMIsSION I.P PROPOSED CORRIDOR
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Appendix A Goldcorp Power Outage

On Friday October 5th 2012 the Municipality of Red Lake experienced an unscheduled
37 hour electrical power outage due to a fault on the E2R transmission line. Besides all

the local businesses that were affected Goldcorp in Balmertown and all its'workings
were also affected. The cost of this outage to Goldcorp was $5.9 million.

Goldcorp performs gold ore extraction and processing at an average rate of 600,000

ounces per year. The price of gold on that very day, had risen to an all time high of

$1,798.10 a troy ounce.

For October sth, 2012 Goldcorp would have produced 1 ,644 ounces in a 24 hour day or
68.5 ounces in one hour. Due to the way gold production processes works, the facility

took approximately one shift (12 hours) to become fully operational after the outage.
This represented a 50o/o productivity reduction over that 12 hour shift.

So here are the losses quantified:

68.5 (ozlhr) x 37 (hrs) x $1 ,798.10 (per oz) s4,557,284.45

68.5 (ozlhr) x 12 (hrs. x 50%) x $1 ,798.1 0 (per oz) 739.019.1 0

Total loss to Goldcorp $5,296,303.55

ln addition, as it was not possible to predict when power would be restored, Goldcorp
retained their operational staff on site at a further cost to their company - a cost that will

not be repaid. The loss of wages for three 12 hr shifts x 300 workers per shift x $60 hr =
$648,000 wages and no productivity. This brings the total cost of the power outage to

$5,944,303.55.

So due to the fact that there is no built in redundancy in this 115 KV radialtransmission
line (E2R), and that it is built grossly under capacity to handle future loads (need twin
circuit 230 KV transmission line), huge economic losses will be realized.
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